
Scientific Evidence to Battle Undirected Naturalism
Dr. Don Johnson holds doctoral degrees in both natural and informational

sciences, worked for 10 years as a senior research scientist, taught for 20 years in

universities in the US and Europe, and has made thought-provoking

presentations on most continents.  These resources highlight science (no religious

stance, and are appropriate for use in public schools) with over 350 references.
 

PN&NP counters unsubstantiated claims purported to be science,

especially in areas of origins of mass/energy, life, and species. 

It  debunks misconceptions concerning intelligent design, and

highlights ID’s contributions Although it’s totally secular,  it’s

the best book for Biblical support (it's explicitly pro-ID).
 

“His references were overwhelming and I was surprised at how

many actual scientists agreed with him.” Greg McElveen
 

“a wonderful book that lays out the arguments in support of ID

in a clear and concise manner.... questions it raises are bound to

stump even the most vociferous anti-IDists!” Robert Deyes 
 

“concise, objective and of great value.”  Steve McMillan
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 The Pol video, with fantastic animations, is viewable free on-

line (link at www.4iam.org or programmingoflife.info to view).
 

“It's a wonderful video... certainly helped me appreciate that

we are fearfully and wonderfully made.” (A Pastor’s note)
 

POL highlights informational aspects of life that are usually

overlooked or ignored in chemical and biological evolutionary

scenarios. Each cell of an organism has thousands of

interacting computers reading and processing digital

information using algorithmic digital programs and digital

codes to communicate information.  It’s the strongest evidence

against Darwinism, exposing the fallacies of attempts to

explain life's information systems from physical interactions.
 

Author “is uniquely qualified to unpackage

the strong parallels between everyday

cybernetic design and engineering and the

workings of the cell. I highly recommend this book." David Abel
 

“This is... the best book covering the  relationship  between genome and computer

architectures."  Jonathan Bartlett
 

“This book addresses head on an issue which has been retarding understanding of

life--failure to adequately consider its information processing aspects.” M. Hedge
 

These resources are totally secular, using only empirical and known science to

prove that nature demonstrates intelligent design (ID), implicitly in PoL.  No claim

is made as to the identity of the agent of design, which is a philosophical or

theological belief (as opposed to empirical science).  Other books also available.   
 

See scienceintegrity.org for updates & details on the books and other services,

including presentations or consultation on life’s information or ID

(www.programmingoflife.info has PoL info).  Www.4iam.org has Christian info. 
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Important Note for Christian Leaders and Parents 

My secular scienceintegrity.org deals only with science, describing my background, books,

and secular presentations in which the Bible or promoting religious doctrine would be

inappropriate.  The books and secular presentations break down the intellectual barriers that

prevent seeing the reality of design, and seeking its source (Mt 7:7).  Unfortunately, many

people (especially scientists) dismiss out-of-hand any evidence that has any religious

implications.  I don't try to hide my Christianity, but I don't advertise it for a purely secular

presentation since the evidence (being purely science) presented does not depend on my faith.

My Bible-based Website (www.4iam.org)  has faith-based information and presentation links;

e.g. "Science Christians Need to Know" (not too technical) and a 6-part series on

creation/evolution & science facts that go beyond empirical science to explain beliefs and the

reasons for those beliefs.  As I've pointed out to Christian audiences, if I could prove that the

God of the Bible is the Designer, faith would be unnecessary since the Christian God would be

proven scientific fact.  My ministry to Christians is to build up the Saints and equip them to

teach their children and defend their faith in a scientifically-based and intellectually satisfying 

manner, as well as increasing one's confidence that the Bible is truly amazing in its scientific

insights.  Many Christians have the view "The Bible says it, I believe it, and that settles it!"

While "blind faith" may be easiest, the Bible never encourages God's followers to take the easy

road. We are told to "Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give

the reason for the hope that you have" (1 Pet 3:15).   In an August 2012 peer-reviewed paper

“Science, Religion, and Society: the Problem of Evolution in America” [Evolution, pages 2654–2663,

8/2012], atheist Jerry Coyne cites a 2011 Gallup poll that only "16% accepted that humans

evolved from earlier species through a process unguided by God (nontheistic evolution)," and

a 2005 Harris poll [PollingReport.com] that just 12% of respondents thought that schools should

teach only naturalistic evolution.  He acknowledges "that America's resistance to evolution is

truly a byproduct of America's extreme [theistic] religiosity," which has caused a resistance

to science in general (why pursue a field of study that seeks to destroy core beliefs?).  Coyne's

solution to this problem "is to work actively to weaken the grasp of religion on America," thus

declaring jihad on theism.  What Coyne fails to realize is that HIS BELIEFS ARE RELIGIOUS

(see ussci.info links).  The US Supreme Court has indicated that "religious beliefs... are based...

upon a faith, to which all else is subordinate or upon which all else is ultimately dependent"

[US v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163,  1965].  The assertion that "physicality is all there is" (as taught in public

schools) is a RELIGIOUS tenet, since it cannot be proven and all else is subordinate to it.

It takes effort and dedication to become equipped to counter the pseudo-scientific

speculations that are portrayed as science. Many people find my books and presentations

challenging, mainly because they don't have the background or desire to learn science (their

minds often shut down because of scenarios falsely presented as fact – see ussci.info).  I

became extremely interested in science by age 8, and developed into a staunch evolutionist

by age 10.  My parents and Sunday School teachers were unable to answer my science

concerns that seemed to contradict the Bible.  Thankfully, God drew me into His Kingdom, and

I accepted Jesus as savior at age 12.  But nobody was able to counter what I erroneously

believed was scientific truth, so I continued to believe in, defend, and teach chemical and

biological evolution for another 18 years after becoming a Christian!   We are at war with those 

blind to Truth (1 Cor 1:18-2:16) – "They exchanged the truth of God for a lie." "Although they

claimed to be wise, they became fools and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for images

made to look like man and birds and animals and reptiles" (Rom 1:22)– God didn't make us,

evolution did. My books and presentations are resources for the battle that will only become

more intense.  Email inquiries or desire for updates to don@4iam.org.  – Don 


